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From the dramatic landscape of the South Island
comes the best wool in the world.

What we do at CRONZ,
is add colour and design

& tuft some magic.



Yarn | Design | Colour | Tuft

The only boundary is your imagination.





an indoor 
garden
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From soft paisleys to 
bold flower portraits, the 
combination of colour 
and tuft technique makes 
your design wish come 
to life.





Classic Black & 
White
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Urbis Design Day 2012



Urbis Design Day 2012





floral & 
fauna
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With precision, dedication and an engineering 
spir it, design & technology is combined to 

create a personalised dream.
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Rich | Sumptuous



Merino | Silk



luxury yarn 
& colour 
silk  
elegance



Luxurious Floor Decor
The finest yarns in classic, contemporary spaces. 

Intr icate graphic designs, tufted and carved to 
create luxurious dreams underfoot, accentuating 

the design by the use of high contrasting colours, 
or never dating black and white.
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stripes & 
geometric
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Contrasting with Pizazz

Fun, easy, funky, poppy. Yarn with contrasting colours allows for simple rugs to bring 
str iking and happy style into your interior.

"Colours are promiscuous. They get infected by their neighbours."
Paul Richard 



add colour...
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Taking your inspiration to design concept and then completion is a gratifying

process. The inspiration for this stunning rug came from bird feathers, and

the overlapping and definition found in fish scales. The CRONZ design team

worked with the Interior Designer to ensure her vision was fulfilled, as well

as the clients expectations and practical requirements.

The result is a striking display of colour & comfort.
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CRONZ, Art 
& Design



Breaking the mould...
Using our unique tuft ing style that morphs 
hand-craft ing w ith machine tuft ing, we are able to 
create dramatic shapes that break tradit ional 
approaches to f looring.

Design by Lucy Tupu



Design by Shane Hansen



Design by Shane Hansen





Design by David Trubridge





Let texture do the talking.

From contoured levels, to chunky, felted yarn tufts, simplicity is 
often sufficient to achieve a str iking result.

Layer  | Texture
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Thick, felted yarn in 100% New Zealand Wool or New Zealand 
Merino Yarn provide comfort, warmth and scientific health benefits 
to your home, as well as a platform for a room creating a stage 
for your settings. We are not stingy with the way we tuft, ensuring 
maximum depth and density as per your design specification.
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GO WILD!

Now it is up to you. Contact us at info@cronz.co.nz or via our 
website to tell us which page inspires you, and how we can 

customize that inspiration to suit you.
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Service & Manufactur ing

Our bespoke service means we can deliver fast, efficiently and without minimum quantities for customisation. Our customer 
service comes from the heart, with care, attention to detail and dedication to making your project or home look good. Near 

enough is not good enough, we aim for perfection, regardless of size.

 

- Our standard sample delivery is 10 days world-wide.
- For designers, architects and specifiers, this is 10 days from initial contact, to showing your client what you can 

customize for them. That makes you look good. For home renovators, this is fast turn time at a time when multiple 
decisions have to be made. You can decide and relax...then enjoy.

- We display transparency during the design and manufacturing process, connecting you to the heart of our 
operation. 

- Ethical manufacturing - you can feel good about working with a transparent process, no child labour or sub 
standard practices.

- Sustainable footprint: the sheep are up in the hills, the wool is scoured down the road, the dying is up the island....all 
maximum impact with minimum footprint.

- We believe we are the best at what we do, combining creativity, design sensibility and technical innovation with the 
quint essential New Zealand, world-wide recognised material, Wool, to create exceptional bespoke rugs and carpet. 

-

We break the mould: no shape, design or process is too hard for us to tackle.You send us your mood board, we create the 
file. The file creates the product, the result is true to file. Our engineering background gives us the ability to tackle even the 
most difficult designs.

We believe we are the best at what we do - combining creativity, design sensibility and technical 
innovation with the quint essential New Zealand Wool, to create exceptional, bespoke rugs and carpet.

Thank you for your consideration. 
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www.cronz.co.nz


